SAS Global Forum 2010 Contributed Paper Awards
(Due to the varying number of sessions, some sections have more than “Best Paper”.)

Applications Development

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 012-2010
*SAS® Data and Macros on iPhone,*
Sy Truong

Business Intelligence / Analytics

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 042-2010
*Business Intelligence Competency – Maine Medical Center,*
Ian Healy, Rocket Wong

Coders' Corner

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 083-2010
*SAS® Code Validation: L.E.T.O. Method,*
Aaron Augustine

Honorable Mentions

Paper: 057-2010
*Creating High-Quality Scatter Plots: An Old Story Told by the New SGSCATTER PROCEDURE,*
Xiangxiang Meng

Paper: 106-2010
*A SAS® Enterprise Guide® 4.2 and SAS/CONNECT® Mainframe Project which Makes the Mainframe Behave Like a Modern Computer,*
John Hennessey
Data Integration

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 119-2010
Blistering ETL Performance Using the Intelligent, Dynamic, and Parallel Capabilities of SAS®,
David Logan

Data Mining and Predictive Modeling

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 125-2010
Segmenting Textual Data for Automobile Insurance Claims,
David Dobson

Management

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 177-2010
Creating a Successful Support Model for the SAS® Enterprise Intelligence Platform,
Jerry High

Planning and Support

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 187-2010
Win With SAS®, JMP®, and Interest In-House Groups,
Charles Shipp, Kirk Lafler

Posters

Best Contributed Papers

1st Place

Paper: 196-2010
Custom Designs Using JMP® Design of Experiments and SAS® PROC OPTEX,
Mei-Fen Yeh, Anthony Cece, and Mark A. Presser
2nd Place

Paper: 289-2010
Using New JMP® Interactive Modules to Teach Concepts in Introductory Statistics,
Amy G. Froelich, William M. Duckworth

3rd Place

Paper: 214-2010
Statistical Modeling of the Mechanical Behavior of Spring, Mass, and Damper Assembly Using SAS®,
Anpalaki J. Ragavan

---

Reporting and Information Visualization

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 234-2010
SGPANEL: Telling the Story Better,
Charles Kincaid

Honorable Mention

Paper: 220-2010
KML Macro: Integrating SAS® and Google API and Its Application in Mapping Manitoba’s Health Data on Google Earth and Google Map,
Mahmoud Azimae

---

Statistics and Data Analysis

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 265-2010
An Introduction to Multiple Imputation of Complex Sample Data Using SAS® 9.2,
Pat Berglund

---

Systems Architecture

Best Contributed Paper

Paper: 287-2010
An automated security framework: A metadata approach,
Jorge Jordá Morlán